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**ADVENTURE AND HUMOR for Boys and Girls:**
Adventures of Daniel Boom a.k.a. Loud Boy (460L)
Binky the Space Cat (graphic novel series) by Ashley Spires (360-740L)
The Blue Ghost by Marion Diane Bauer (440L)
Bowling Alley Bandit (Arnie the Donut) by Laurie Keller
Captain Awesome (series) by Stan Kirby (680-720L)
Choppers/Motorcycles (non-fiction) by Susan Goodman (430L)
Days of the Knights (non-fiction) by Christopher Maynard (760L)
Discovery in the Cave (non-fiction) by Mark Dubowski (510L)
Dragonlark’s Choose Your Own Adventure
Fangbone (graphic novel series) by Michael Rex (310-350L)
Flat Stanley’s Worldwide Adventures (series) by Sarah Pennypacker (580-700L)
George Brown, Class Clown (series) by Katie Krulik (520-560L)
The Goofballs (series) by Tony Abbott
Hooey Higgins and the Shark by Steve Voake (650L)
How Not to Babysit your Brother/How Not to Start Third Grade by Cathy Hapka (400L)
Icky Ricky (series) by Michael Rex
Invisible Inkling (series) by Emily Jenkins (520-570L)
Jasper John Dooley by Caroline Adderson (470L)
Looking for Bigfoot (non-fiction) by Bonnie Worth
Look Out, Jeremy Bean! By Alice Schertle (420L)
National Geographic Kids Chapters (non-fiction series) (610-640L)
Rabbit and Robot: The Sleepover by Cece Bell (360L)
Ready Freddy (series) by Abby Klein (230-600L)
Sidney and Sydney: Third Grade Mix-Up by Michelle Jakubowski (560L)
Spooky America: Four Real Ghost Stories by Lori Haskins (360L)
Spunky Tells all by Ann Cameron (610L)
Squish (graphic novel series) by Jennifer Holm (290-330L)
Stuart’s Cape/ Stuart Goes to School by Sarah Pennypacker (300-430L)
Time Warp Trio (series) by John Scieszka (470-700L)
Zapato Power (series) by Jacqueline Jules (510-550L)

GIRL POWER:
Bink and Gollie (series) by Kate DiCamillo (270-420 L)
Clara Lee and the Apple Pie Dream by Jenny Han (600L)
Critter Club (new series) by Callie Barkley (460L)
Daisy Dawson (series) by Steve Voake (690-740L)
Emmaline and the Bunny by Katherine Hannigan (410L)
Frankly Frannie (series) by A.J. Stern (680-770L)
Gooney Bird Greene (series) by Lois Lowry (580-690L)
Kylie Jean (series) by Mari Peschke (580-620L)
Lulu and the Dog from the Sea (770L)/ Lulu and the Duck in the Park (740L) by Hilary McKay
Marty McGuire (new series) by Kate Messner (660L)
My Happy Life by Rose Lagercrantz (500L)
Piper Reed (series) by Kimberly Willis Holt (530-610L)
Ruby and the Booker Boys (series) by Derrick Barnes (580-700L)
Ruby Lu (series) by Lenore Look (520-620L)
Sassy (series) by Sharon Draper (530-630L)
Stella Batts (series) by Courtney Sheinmel (540-690L)
The Very Little Princess: Rose’s Story by Marion Dane Bauer (640L)
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